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Striped silk garters for the Order of the Golden 

Ribbon 

14141414thththth century finding from London, Museum of London No century finding from London, Museum of London No century finding from London, Museum of London No century finding from London, Museum of London No 451 451 451 451    

 
Number of tablets: 18  

Width: 14 mm 

Warp: schappe silk 120/8  

Weft: schappe silk 120/8 

1 

Threading:  

 

 
Pattern turn:  
All the tablets are turned in the same direction 

Note: 
This is a ribbon with a pattern based on an archaeological find in London dated to the middle of the 
14th century. The ribbon can be viewed in Textiles & Clothing 1150 – 1450 (Crowfoot et al, 2001), fig. 
100 on page 133.  The original ribbon was woven with only 12 tablets (width 9 mm), threaded S & Z in 
groups of three, but I needed a wider ribbon so I added 6 tablets.  
In the book there is a small accompanying text explaining the threading as well as a black and white 
picture. Since it’s such a small piece that has been preserved it’s hard to tell it’s intended use but the 
book speculates on it being a girdle or a spur strap. The original colour of the ribbon was pink and 
yellow or white and it had three brass barmounts riverted to it. 
The four ribbons (60 cm long) that I’ve made so far have all been mounted to a buckle and then 
given as gifts to the Prince and Princess of Nordmark, intended to be gifts for new members of the 
Order of the Golden Ribbon. Since this was the purpose all along it was natural for me to use two 
shades of yellow for the silk thread. 
It’s very easy to weave this pattern and the groups S and Z threading gives a shiny effect that adds to 
the beauty of the silk.  
 

Reference: 
Crowfoot, E. et al (2001) Medieval finds from excavations in London: 4. Textiles and clothing c.1150 – 

c.1450. Suffolk: The Boydell Press 
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